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Skyrim the forsworn conspiracy bug

The quote: (Playing on XBOX 360 here) So I did all the purpose of the quest except meeting with Eltrys at the Talos Sanctuary for the last time. The guards and Legate Whatshisface are there as usual, but the guards don't come up to me, and Legate just says: You're tresspassing, you better get out of here. If I wait until he loses patience
and attacks me when I give in to the guards, there is no way to start escaping from the Cidnah mine, even when I'm inside. If I do something small like steal bread and let the guards arrest me, the same thing happens as above. Either way I can save it, or will I have to download a very far back save? I had the same exact problem. Which
is honestly disappointed I have no end because I have done this mission several times and know about his many mistakes, but this one I have not had before. In short, I ended up going back to keep me up before I spoke to Eltrys to gather evidence. That being said, when I went to collect evidence about Weylin I went to my chest, read
the note, stole it and went ahead with the rest of the mission. It was only when I did this that I noticed that the purpose of reading Weilin's note was not filled, although I actually read it. I tried to read the note again to see if it would complete the goal, but it is not. I realized it was a mistake that forced the guards not to attack. I quickly went
back to the previous save before entering Warrens, and instead of reading Weilin's note in his chest, just steal it and let him tell you to read it. Then go back to your items and read the note. Go about searching as usual and the guards should attack you now. The same thing here on PS3, there is one normal guard and a legion officer, and
they just have a normal dialouge while Eltrys is dead at the shrine. His quest marker is also where it would be if he stood against a pole rather than above it. The same thing happened to me (PC) as well as the quest sign. I enter the sanctuary and two guards stand by the columns, on either side of Eltris's body, from whom I could
successfully take the money. But that's it. The first time I enter, I am offered to join the legion, and then the captain leaves, but the two guards remain in silence. If I interact, they say: You should not be here. No Dragonborn to blame, not any other dialogue. Pretty annoying bug, not allowing you to move on. UESPWiki - Your source for
senior scrolls since 1995 This page is being rewritten as part of the Skyrim quest redesign project. The page is rewritten and checked in several stages. All users can make changes to the page. If you make changes relevant to the project, please update this template accordingly and make sure you comply with the project guidelines.
While walking on A woman named Margret was brutally assaulted while buying a purchase Her assailant, a Breton witch named Weilin, will shout a rally: Reach belongs to the oath!, as he tries to escape. If you don't intervene, the guards will kill Weilin, who defiantly exclaims, I'm dying for my people. In the ensuing confusion, the guards
curtsey as they try to quell the small crowd that has gathered. If you ask about crime and swearing, they will tell you that the oaths are nothing short of a bunch of crazy, and to mind your own business. If you are looking for Margret's body, take the key to her room for use later in the search, although you will be able to purchase it later
from the Silver-Blood Inn hotel owner. Margret can be saved from Weilin if you are fast enough. If you save her, she rewards you with the pendant she just bought. (Preventing the killing will affect the course of the quest; see the notes below.) Shortly after the scene at the market, a Breton citizen named Eltris came up to you and asked if
you saw what happened. You can talk to him a little bit about the attack, but then he'll suddenly say, Oh, I think you threw it. Some kind of note. Looks important. If you interrogate him about the note, he's feigning innocence. The note says to meet him at the Temple of Talos. You may ask him how to find the shrine, and while it is still
elusive, he will say. Not sure. I don't worship Talos myself. I think I heard someone mention that he's under the temple of Dibella, in a big rock in the center of the city. Travel to the sanctuary under the temple of Dibella. To get there, climb the stairs to the north corner of the market, follow the bridge to the left and then take the path to the
left and you have to see the door. Go down to the temple and talk to Eltris, who has been seeking answers about the sworn attacks that have taken place in the city since his father was killed by oath, and that he has spent his life trying to figure out why and why the guards are doing nothing about it. He begs for your help; find out why
Weilin attacked Margret and who's behind it all. He will pay you for any information you can bring. To find information about Margrethe, go to the Silver-Blood Inn and ask Kleppra or Frabby about it. She apparently rented the nicest hotel room, which is down the hall to the left of the entrance. If you haven't gotten the key to Margret's room
out of her corpse before, you can get it through dialogue with Kleppr, steal it from behind the bar (or even just take it loose), or just choose a lock to her door. Searching the end of the table in her room will give Margret's diary. After reading her diary, you learn that she was probably not just a random buyer of jewelry, and that she was
collecting information about Thonar Silver-Blood. If Margret is alive, she'll sit by the campfire in the hotel or give out. Market. You can convince her to divulge her real purpose in Markarth. Apparently, Margret is an imperial spy working with General Tullay to explore the Treasury House and the Silver Blood family. She was hoping to buy a
business at the Sidchn mine for the Imperials. She's also convinced that Tonar Silver Blood orchestrated her murder. After leaving the hotel with your information about Margrethe, the City of Markart security guard will try to warn you about your investigations. You can report to Eltrys with your information about Margret for a dried gold
reward, or continue researching Weilin and Tonar before returning to Eltrys. In your research, you learned that Weilin worked as a smelter at the Sidchn mine and lived in Warrens, a public home for the underprivileged in the city. You can follow the plant lead to the factory warden house to talk to Mulush gro-Shugurz. However, he doesn't
want to talk to you, giving you a speech call that actually leads to very little information. You'll find out that you need to go to Warrens and talk to Garvey. A more direct route will be to talk to Garvey, a Warrens resident and key keeper. Ask him about Weilin and tell him you need a key to Weilin's room. It will only give you the key if you
pass the speech call to convince, intimidate or bribe him. Option Dialogue Reaction This is important. Trust me. (Convince) Passed: Trust is hard to come here, but all right. Failed: No. It's not that. Related: Continue investigation failed: Nothing about now? (Bribe) Failed: No, I don't think so. Passed: Continue the investigation failed: I did
not ask for anything. (Intimidating) In here. Take it. Failed: And I did not stutter. There's no key. Passed: Continue the investigation failed: Nothing to pay attention, then. Right. Nothing if you don't get the key, you can choose a lock on the door or a pickpocket key from Garvey. Weilin's room is at the back of the Warrens, on the right side.
Enter it and look into your chest at a note addressed to Velin. Read the note to find out that Weilin did not really act alone, and that some anonymous puppet master named only N directed Weilin's actions. Now you get the goal of figuring out who N. When you get out of Warrens, Breton Driston came up to you, threatening: You've been
digging where you don't belong. It's time to learn a lesson. You have a few dialogue options, but it will come up before Dryston taking a swing at you and fighting a follow-up. If you attack Driston with anything other than fists (i.e. weapons or magic), you will get rewarded and any guards who witness the fight will attack you. As soon as you
defeat Driston, he will tell you: I was sent Nepos nose. The old man gives orders. He told me to sure you don't want to. That's all I know, I swear! That's all Driston knows, and any attempt at further questions will be answered simply: Neopos answers. That's all I know. Driston also carries a note confirming that it was Nepos who directed
him to rude you. Now you are aiming to learn about Nepos nose. You can report to Eltrys with what you have discovered about Nepos for the evened gold award. Eltris will be very surprised that Nepos can be involved, but admits that he can receive orders from other countries. From here, continue to investigate Tonar. After Eltris
suspects that Tonar and the Treasury are involved in this conspiracy, it should be your next stop. When you enter a venerable financial institution, Rhiada will be at the front desk. You can ask to see Thonar, which triggers a speech call, or you can just choose a lock on the door to the left of the desk, bypassing Rhiada in general. When
you enter Tonar's room, he doesn't seem alarmed to see you, and you can talk to him about Margrethe, the sworn oath or the guards who are chasing you. Suddenly, there is a riot - Tonar will call his wife, Betrid, who was the victim of Nana Ilden and Donnel, the alleged cleaning crew for the Treasury House. Kill Nana Ilden and Donnell,
and then express your sympathies to Tonar. He will curse the Oath and then tell you that he controlled them by imprisoning their King Madanah. But now Madanah is out of control. Attacks on Betrid can be avoided by pocket theft of Tonar magazine without talking to him. Nepos'edit, when you enter the house of Nepos its housekeeper,
Uaile, will step in to keep you from watching Nepos. However, it cancels Nepos and it invites you to a chat. Your dialogue choice all ends with Nepos admitting that he is indeed sworn in. On the further question he will show strong loyalty to the king in the rags, Madanah, from which he receives his orders. It will give you some story about
Madanah's position and political views. Nepos is actually quite verbose in the matter of Madanas, which should by now make you suspicious. As suspected, Nepos will tell you that Uaile is actually a sworn agent and you will not leave the house alive. Everyone in the family draws their weapons, including Nepos. After the battle, you can
find The Magazine nepos, where he pours his remorse for his actions. You can also try the pickpocket Nepos in the magazine to gather evidence secretly and avoid the fight. Staying too long after the theft here will cause everyone to become hostile. Do time without making a crime edit It's up to Cidhna Mines for you. Go back to the Talos
Shrine to report your findings. However, when you arrive Eltrys was killed by a group of guards, now lie waiting for you. We warned you, but you just had to go and cause problems. Now we have to pin all these recent murders on you. The silence of the witnesses. Work. Work. Work. Player: What did you do to Eltris? Guardian: The same
thing we do with all the other natives who want to change things here. We had a nice little deal between Tonar and Madanah before you and Eltris started spying. Well, did you want to find the man responsible for these murders? You will have plenty of time with the king in Rags when you are in the Cidhna mine (sly). Player: You're
corrupt. Tonar pays you. Guard: We have a good deal in this town and we don't let you get in the way. Do you have a problem with that? Take this with Madanah. I'm sure the king is in tatters and his Oath would like to meet you. Now you're coming with us. This is a life sentence in Cidhna Mine for you. Player: Madanah is behind these
murders! Security guard: Do you think you're the only one who knows what? We had a nice little deal between Tonar and Madanah before you showed up. You will have enough time to take it with the king in Rags while you are serving a life sentence in the Cidhna mine. The guards are going to try to arrest you now. You can try to resist
arrest or tell your way out of it; however, you must submit to being imprisoned to advance the quest to No One Escapes Cidhna Mine. Otherwise... Resist arrest, if you resist arrest, a few waves of guards attack you in the sanctuary. If you finish this fight (either killing all the guards or otherwise), any Markart City Guard who sees you then
will try to arrest you in plain sight for murder and conspiracy against the city of Markaret. When you are arrested with this dialogue, you may be presented with several commonly available options for escaping from arrest (i.e. Thanh Status, Guild of Thieves, Bribery), but any choice but to go to jail or resist arrest proves futile. The guards
will reject any attempt to justify Dragonborn to anything the player tells them. This gameplay scenario is exclusively for this mission. Going to prison will still begin No One avoids the Cidhna mine. This arrest status in plain sight will continue permanently in Marchwart until you submit to a prison sentence. You can save Margret from
Weilin's attack if you act as soon as he pulls out a knife. If you attack him, he will become hostile to you and attack you, not Margret. Margret will reward you for saving her, and you won't get a reward for your head. This rests at the stage of collecting the information of the quest. The use of the Emperor's Voice of Imperial Racial Ability to
appease Weilin also works. You can also cry Slow time to give yourself more time to respond to attack and ready appropriate spells or or You don't have to certify all the tasks to advance the quest to the final stage. After completing any task after discovering Margret's status as a spy, the final scene will trigger the next time you enter the
Talos Sanctuary. If you complete the negotiations between the Empire and stormcloaks and you decide to give Markarth Stormcloaks, you will not be able to complete this quest if you have started it but do not meet with Eltrys. Entering the Talos Sanctuary, you find Eltris dead, but the guards will not arrest you for murder. If you decide to
go to prison, you will not be able to get the entrance to the king in the cell Rags to continue the search. It seems that by passing the Marquart during the negotiations, this quest will automatically end. You can complete this quest without starting No One Escapes Cidhna Mine, furtively killing the average guard at the Talos Sanctuary when
you get back there for your final Eltrys report before you've seen it. If you do this, however, you will never be able to start the next quest. If you have completed the Silver Lining quest, you will have the opportunity to dialogue to tell the guards you want to clear your reward for half the cost. However, the guard will tell you that he doesn't
care who you are with, and your only option would be to jail Cidhna Mine. If Nana Ilden and Donnel die before you talk to Tonar, Betrid will die without anyone who could kill her. She won't die if you never talk to Tonar. If you're previously a pickpocket of Tonara magazine, the quest will jump forward and you'll find Eltrys dead with three
angry guards at the sanctuary. It is not possible to receive an award after meeting with Nepos or Thonar. Eltris will be killed after one of the stages. Once you meet Nepos and Tonar, you won't be able to plunder Eltrish's body because it will disappear as soon as you enter the Talos Sanctuary and start No One Escapes Cidhna Mine.
Eltris's body may not have disappeared and looted using a console with a prid 00101001 and turn on. Eltris's body can be looted as an imperial character, first refusing to surrender to the guards of order, robbing his corpse, then using the power of the Emperor's Voice to calm the guards, and surrendering to them. try this solution.



Continue this quest as usual and when you are at the end of the quest and you are in the Talos Sanctuary, you will see Markarth guards waiting for you. One of the guards will start a dialogue with you. You have three options: go to jail, pay gold, or refuse to submit. Without closing the dialog menu, open the console menu and enter the
set scene ms02 10. Next then it starts without problems. Another possible solution is to drop or store as many items as possible from the transferred stock. The game can cut or freeze as it tries to keep your exercised items so that they can be returned at the end of the next quest, so reducing the number of items that will be saved will
avoid freezing. If you kill a Campwart guard who alerts you as soon as you find evidence of Margrethe, the central guards will not be at the Talos Shrine, making it impossible to complete the search. However, if the loyalty of the city (Imperial or Stormcloaks) changes during this part of the quest, it will be completed and the guards
disappear from the game, making it impossible to launch No One Escapes From Cidhna Mine. If you enter Markarth for the first time during the completion of the night to remember the quest and it is night, the incident in the market that initiates this quest did not happen. This can lead to several other mistakes: If you then proceed to the
pickpocket Tonar in the magazine before entering the Talos Sanctuary, you will find the body of Eltris and the three guards who will arrest you for his murder, as well as other murders throughout the city (even if no one died), thereby completing a quest that never began. It also prevents the deaths of Margret, Betrid, Nana and Donnel. If
an incident on the market doesn't happen, Vigilant Tyranus won't appear in Markarth, not allowing you to start a house horror quest. Entering these console commands will result in a Weylin attack on Margret: prid 9C8AB, setrelationshiprank 9C8A9 -4. From there, the quest should go as usual. If you become Thane of the Reach before or
after this quest, you will not be arrested when you return to the Talos Sanctuary, making you incapable of completing the quest. Even if you kill the guard and obey the arrest, you still can not complete the quest. This error has been corrected by version 1.5 of the official Skyrim patch. Followers can be constantly stuck in the talos
sanctuary, regardless of whether the search is complete, and you have escaped from the Sidhna mine. If this happens, the follower will not leave even after you tell them to go home, and if they are moved to another location through the console, they will go back to the Talos Sanctuary, no matter where in Skyrim they are. The easiest way
to prevent this error from launching is to order your follower (s) to wait outside the Talos sanctuary or fire them just before entering to be arrested. If The Guards of Markarth do not warn you after having explored the hotel for Eltrys and you are stuck (guards will not arrest you) when returning to it after learning all you can about the plot, if
you wander the streets and meet the guard who alerts you and then return to the temple, the guards will still arrest you try to do that). Because three three who ambush you at the Talos Sanctuary are chosen randomly from the guards in Marquart, it is possible that the commander in the he- or Legate Emmanuel Admand or Cottir Red-
Shoal, may be among them. If so, none of them would provide dialogue options that would complete the search, instead preferring to talk about war. Other guards will not initiate a dialogue. This will leave the quest stuck at this stage, since you can't be framed and sent to jail for killing Eltris. This error has been corrected by version 1.2.1
of the unofficial Skyrim patch. If you use the console command setstage ms02 10, and then go commit a crime, get yourself arrested, and thrown in jail, the quest will continue as usual. If you're in the set scene ms01 100, the quest will end and you'll get teleported to prison, triggering the next quest. (You may have to use the ms02 0
scene to start the next quest after teleportation into the mine.) If you go to the Talos Sanctuary after completing the reconnaissance and the third guard is missing, and does not show up after waiting, restart the quest, and other proposed fixes, kill the two guards now submit for arrest. To serve his prison sentence and then return after his
release from prison. If you save Margret, but later take her diary, it will forever get stuck in your inventory as an element of the quest. Even if you prevent the murder of Weilin Margret, the magazine update will tell you that he killed her. This error has been corrected by version 2.0.5 of the unofficial Skyrim patch. If you pickpocket Nepos in
a magazine and only read it after going outside, the quest will be updated and tell you to go meet with Eltrys, but when you do, only two guards are waiting next to the body of Eltrys and will not initiate a dialogue. This can be fixed by going back to Nepos' house and killing everyone there. When purchasing Weylin's Note from your chest,
taking note adds Read Weylin's Note to your magazine, even if you read the note before taking it. Reading it again does not update the magazine, but the next stage of the quest (scuffle) does. This error has been corrected by version 1.3.3 of the unofficial Skyrim patch. If you get Margret magazine before meeting with Eltrys in the Temple
of Talos, a security guard who approaches you after reading the magazine and exiting the Silver-Blood Inn may miss all the speech audio (subtitles show for a split second, then disappear), even greetings. ? If you give Margret Eltris's diary before you leave the Talos Sanctuary and immediately after the quest is accepted, he will be
bugged upon returning to the Temple of Talos to recover the evidence. There will only be two guards, and if you talk to one on the right, he talks as if he is guarding the Dwemer Museum and will not initiate any conversation about the murder. ? If you are wanted in The Marchet reason, you will have to first deal with the guards and then
leave the Talos Sanctuary and return. ? ? may not be born when you come out of Warrens. ? Type player.placeatme 000D6711 to make it appear. Sometimes the quest begins in German. ? Forsworn Conspiracy (MS01) Stage ends with the quest magazine Record 15 I received a note from a man named Eltris in Markarth. He wants me
to meet him at the Talos Temple, presumably to talk about the recent murder at the Market of Marquart. Goal 10: Go to the shrine of Talos 20 Eltrys asked me to uncover evidence related to the murder of a woman in the market of Marquart, who was attacked in broad daylight by a man claiming to be a member forsworn. Goal 20: Find
Evidence about Margret Target 25: Find Evidence about Weylin 30 Goal 30: (Optional) Get a Key to The Room Margret 35 Target 35: (Optional) Talk to Margret 36 Target 22 Read Margret in the journal 38 Target 50: Find Evidence on Thonar 40 Target 40: (Optional) Get Key To Room Weilin 46 Target 27: Read Weilin Note 47 Target 28 :
Learn Who N is 48 Target 60: Find evidence about Nepos 55 (Tonar admits that Madanah locked in Cidhna Mine) 66 Target 55: Read Thonar in magazine 70 Goal 70: Return to Eltree (if both Tonar and Nepos confessed) 76 Target 65: Read nepos in magazine 80 (Nepos admits) Goal 70: Return to Eltrys (if both Tonar and Nepos
confessed) 95 Ends the quest Eltrys is dead and I was framed for killing him. My only option is to clear my name to allow myself to be imprisoned inside the Cidhna mine and find Madanah, the king in Rags. 100 finishes quest Eltris dead, and I was framed for his murder. My only option is to clear my name to allow myself to be imprisoned
inside the Cidhna mine and find Madanah, the king in Rags. The following empty stages of the quest were excluded from the table: 0, 10, 12, 13, 32, 37, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 49, 50, 52, 54, 57, 60, 61, 72, 74, 82, 90. 90.
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